
A Cat-Shaped Hole

I can’t bring myself to fluff the cushion.

The cushion is on the back of the olive green chair in the living room. It’s got a dent in it,

a hollow where a nine-pound weight lay nested for hours each day.

Riley snuck into our lives. We were living Arkansas at the time, where I had moved us all

to take a job as marketing director for a new rehab hospital. We took care of the elderly after hip

replacements, strokes and so on. The younger patients were mostly head injuries or paralyzed

from car accidents. There’s a lot of drinking and driving in Arkansas and not much seatbelt-

wearing.

My husband, torn from his hoped-for but not-yet-offered full-time position at a

community college in the midwest, had settled in at the university. He took classes towards his

Ph.D. and as a grad student, taught fraternity boys, jocks and the occasional southern miss how

to write a sentence, a paragraph, a paper.

Our sons were young then, ten and two. They were in that fleeting phase of fraternal

amity that I didn’t appreciate anywhere nearly enough, not knowing that it wouldn’t – couldn’t –

last. I have a photo of them laughing together, one of the times when the big one would fill the

tub with bubbles, take off all his clothes, and then strip his brother. They’d squeal away the

better part of an hour. The bathroom floor was awash.

At the time, we had two pets. The guinea pig we got when I was eight and a half months

pregnant with my second son, driving through Milwaukee on the way back home from my

grandmother’s funeral. Why we felt the need, right at that moment, to sidetrack in order to add

the pig to our family, I can’t divine. Surely I did not see the guinea pig – whom we christened

Buffy, after notorious folk singer Buffy St. Marie – as a replacement for my 92-year-old



grandmother, gone just weeks after her diagnosis with breast cancer. Buffy was long-haired,

russet in color, and shaped like a football. She chirped happily when petted and loved carrot

curls, which we poked into her cage in long strips. We didn’t know it, but she was already

pregnant when we got her, and she gave birth just days after I did, to two babies which we later

traded to the pet store for two bags of guinea pig food.

Our other pet was a golden retriever, pure-bred, whom we named Emily after Emily

Dickinson. We had pondered breeds for weeks, wanting a dog that was gentle, affectionate, good

with kids, and not barky. Emily filled the bill well, a mellow dog who played with abandon, and

who soon fell into the habit of leaning against my legs as I stood at the sink to do dishes. She was

not yet one year old and weighed about sixty pounds, and her golden fur had darkened to the

exact same auburn shade of Buffy’s fur. They animals matched, hair for hair, the color of my

older son’s curly head. I never lined them up – boy, dog, and pig – to take their photo together,

but I can visualize the picture they would have made.

At any rate, our family was complete. Two parents, two sons, two pets, well-entrenched

in familiar familial habits, when another English department grad student asked my husband to

feed his cat over the Thanksgiving break. He was traveling to Chicago, we were staying at home.

Mark added Tony’s apartment key to his ring and drove over every morning, from Thanksgiving

Thursday to the following Sunday, to refill the cat’s bowl and scoop the litter pan. Every day

brought a new comment – how friendly the cat was, how dog-like, how noble in appearance.

Mark seemed at loose ends that Monday morning when his services as a cat-sitter were

no longer required. The cat talk started again that evening, though. “Tony says he can’t keep the

cat,” he informed me, reporting it mixed in with other happenings of the day. “No pets allowed –

if he doesn’t get rid of it, the landlord will evict him.”



If there was a request buried in there somewhere, I didn’t notice it. My response was

mild, something along the lines of “that’s too bad,” followed by “pass the milk, would you?” or

some other inconsequential comment.

The cat references kept coming, though, until the following Saturday when I was

informed that “Tony says he’ll have to take the cat to the pound today.”

Well, finally, the light dawned. I think of myself as perceptive, but this is clearly self-

flattery. I noted that Mark was looking at me sidewise, jaw resolutely turned away, a flicker of

his eyelids betraying his interest in my response.

“Honey,” I said to him, “if you want to go over to Tony’s and get that cat, it’s okay with

me.”

He picked up his car keys from the kitchen table, stood up, and said, “I think I will.” And

with those four words, the die was cast. In less than thirty minutes, I saw what became our cat for

the first time, curiously pressing a moist black nose against the thin wire bars of his Kitty

Karrier.

When freed, he was revealed to be a grey, striped, short-haired tabby cat. He stalked,

panther-like, around the edges of the kitchen. His face was pointy, like an Egyptian cat-god; no

fluffy-faced farm cat he.

Emily nosed her way in, nails clicking on the linoleum, drawn by some pet ESP to

scrutinize the interloper. The cat sat his ground. With cool indifference, eyes slit, he regarded the

galumphing beast. Only the tip of his tail betrayed any concern, the last inch or so twitching

spasmodically, then settling to curl around his seated hindquarters, then jerking free to twitch

again. Emily shoved a curious nose forward and got a hiss and a swipe of a paw for her reward.

This did not impress her much; she backed off only a little. This did not surprise us because the



warm-hearted Emily was as sweet and slow as molasses. On taking her to obedience school, we

were told that she was trainable, but that “it took a two-by-four” to get her attention.

Later on, of course, the cat and the dog were to become erstwhile companions in an

amusing animal carnival. Staying true to the “dog-like” descriptor Mark gave him early on, Riley

(for that is what we named him, as he lived the life of Riley, sleeping daily for hours on warm,

soft surfaces) would lie on the oriental-type rug in the living room, stretched out on his side, just

inches away from Emily, who lay in a similar position. We have a picture of the two of them,

both fast asleep, scrunched together at the one end where the sunshine fell upon the rug.

The dog was an excellent amusement for the cat. Grown to almost 90 pounds, Emily had

the habit of squeezing between any furniture or other obstacles in order to push her head, neck

and chest forward for what was known in our household as “scritches.” Her tail would wag

enthusiastically, threatening coffee cups, empty soda cans, piles of newspaper and homework

papers, all the daily detritus collected on the coffee table.

If nearby – such as snoozing in the cat-shaped hole in the green chair – Riley would rouse

himself to have some fun. While the north end of the dog was being scritched, the south end was

wagging. Careful positioning would allow Riley to pounce from above, and when he tired of

that, he would lie on his back to afford below-tail access. The dog had fun, the cat had fun, but

the humans probably got the most enjoyment out of it. What made it particularly priceless was

the fact that the dog was totally oblivious to the cat’s attentions.

When it came to fun, Riley did have particular tastes. A string was good, but his patience

wore thin and he stalked off, offended, if you kept up the game too long. Fingers were also good,

if you made them thump rapidly, one after another, while hanging over the edge of the armchair.



The cat would slink up and attack enthusiastically from below.  But nothing beat the fun of

changing the bedsheets.

It always seemed to be Sunday. Sunday, when the weight of the next work week hangs

heavy, and you’re beat from jamming too much into two days. After ten, I would trudge up the

stairs, sheets that I’d washed that morning still in the basket under my arm. My husband would

emerge, minty-smelling, from the bathroom. As we tossed the first white or ivory or blue fitted

sheet into the air over the first bed to be made, a flash of tiger would whisk by.

“You stupid cat,” would be my husband’s response every week, as he slid the cat along

the bed to the bottom, snapping the sheet in place as the cat-head emerged, followed closely by

the body. With a whoosh, the cat would be back, seated in the center of the bed, gazing into the

heavens for the flat sheet which must surely descend upon him.

It did.

All four paws pointed to the sky, awaiting human intervention. Who could resist such an

invitation? A tickle. A swat. Soon it was like wrestling, each combatant on opposite sides of

100% cotton. We tired long before Riley did. I would chuckle as we heaped on the bedclothes. In

the winter, my husband would fret “he’ll smother,” as we placed the down comforter. So he

would flip up the corner and shoo the cat away.

It should be apparent that my husband was Riley’s primary parent. The dog loves me.

The cat loved Mark. And although he enjoyed my attention, even sought it out, sitting on the

Sunday paper as I tried to read it at the kitchen table, inserting himself between me and my book

as I read on the couch, even scaling the mountain of down to knead and settle on my chest as I

lay in bed, it was Mark whom he adored.



Every morning I came downstairs to the same sight – my husband, seated in his recliner,

with Riley at his left elbow upon the padded arm of the chair. In the evening we would sit, tired

from the day, to watch Law and Order (with cable, Law and Order is always on one station or

another). The cat would climb up my husband’s chest or arm, whatever was handy, until he

reached his shoulder. After much pummeling and repositioning, which my husband bore

manfully, the cat would settle, furry butt pressed against Mark’s neck, tail wrapped around the

back, paws nestled together like birds’ feet on a perch. “Ahoy there, matey,” I’d joke. And “All

you need is an eyepatch.” It was my contention, and Mark agreed with some humility, that they

looked more like pirate and parrot than man and cat.

I could go on with tales of Riley. How we kept his food on top of the refrigerator, to foil

the dog, and Riley would jump from floor to microwave to fridge, startling more than one visitor

at the sight of the flying tabby as he vaulted overhead. How he would initiate a gentle head-

butting with my younger son, leaning forward to tap his furry cat forehead against the smooth

boy one. How he would take offense at the use of a pen or pencil for writing purposes, jumping

up to rub the side of his face and neck against any writing implement so utilized, as if to say

these tools were only for cat-petting.

I think we knew, somehow, that something was wrong. We weren’t sure how old Riley

was, we thought perhaps twelve or thirteen years old. We discussed the idea of getting a kitten,

the idea being that a kitten raised with Riley around would surely learn to emulate all those

positive, Riley qualities we loved so much.  But of course, we were too late for that. He grew

thin and got weak, then got thinner and even weaker, as the vet – a big-hearted, soft-eyed woman

who specialized in cats – did tests and tried treatments.  And so it came to be that we stood, my



husband, younger son and me, in a clean and cheerful six by eight room to say goodbye to Riley,

knowing that when we closed the door behind us, he would be gone.

It’s been a couple of weeks now. Our cleaning ladies, sisters from Mexico who speak

little English and work long hours for what I’m sure is too little pay, will be here on Tuesday.

They’ll clean the bathrooms and sweep the floor, dust the mantel, picture frames, and end tables,

even Windex the fingerprints off the front of our stainless steel refrigerator. They’ll fluff the

cushions, and that will be that.


